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ABSTRACT 
 

Motivated by climate change and its recognized impact on the infrastructure, environment and human 
health, the Biden Administration has set an ambitious goal of getting to net-zero greenhouse gas emissions 
by 2050. Getting to net-zero emissions is a game changer for our society and has impacts on the long-term 
planning for all sectors of the economy. Bulk power grid decarbonization and electrification of transport 
have been identified as first priorities to meet those goals.  Bulk power grid long term planning is 
traditionally performed in three steps: decarbonization roadmap design and scenario analytics, power plant 
siting and power grid resource adequacy studies, and finally reliability and economics studies. Those steps 
are most often performed in silos resulting in inconsistent datasets across stakeholders for the different steps. 
Furthermore, representing climate intelligence and modeling indicators of social and environmental equity 
in long-term planning is a necessary innovation to complement traditional bulk power system long-term 
planning.     

PNNL’s Grid Operations, Decarbonization, Environmental and Energy Equity Platform (GODEEEP) aims 
to develop a unique high-resolution integrated modeling capability to evaluate the investment, operational, 
and equity challenges of alternative strategies to decarbonize the U.S. economy by 2050. The platform 
addresses the coupling and modeling gaps toward informing decision-making with models run under 
consistent scenarios and inputs, resulting in outcome data that are consistent across multiple metrics and 
scales, and tools to explore them. Additional notable innovation includes open source coincident wind-
solar-load and hydropower datasets to characterize energy droughts, and the ability to evaluate equity 
impacts of the decarbonization scenarios by looking at measures of residential energy security and the effects 
of new and retiring power plants on local jobs and incomes. The associated datasets are open-source and 
open-access, all available for collaboration. In this presentation we focus on the platform and innovations 
through the lenses of end-use cases. Specifically, we develop insight on how decarbonization roadmaps 
impact local communities and how climate intelligence can be leveraged to 
develop market opportunities and incentivize storage management 
operations in support of power grid reliability.  
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